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Abstract

Fissioning systems from U to Cm as well as 250Cf were produced by 238U+12C transfer and fusion reactions. The detection
of the target-like transfer partner made the characterization of the fissioning systems in (Z,A) and excitation energy possible.
The isotopic identification of the fission fragments was achieved by using the VAMOS spectrometer combined to with reactions in
inverse kinematics. Results regarding the populated transfer channels and excitation of the target-like transfer partner are presented,
as well as the 240Pu fission probability. Isotopic yields of the fission-fragments for 240,241Pu and 250Cf, having excitation energies
of about 10 and 45 MeV, respectively, are discussed.
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1. Introduction

An intense work has been performed during the last decades in order to overcome the restrictions of conventional
neutron-induced fission experiments. In this context, the surrogate technique (Escher et al., 2012) was developed in
order to estimate those neutron-induced fission cross-sections required for practical applications, which can not be
measured directly due to difficulties in producing and handling the required targets. The surrogate method proposes
to produce the compound nucleus of interest by an alternative reaction that is accessible in the laboratory. It usually
invokes the Weisskopf-Ewing limit, where the branching ratios for the decay of the compound nucleus do not depend
on (J,π), or assumes that both the desired and the surrogate reaction lead to a similar (J,π) population in the com-
pound nucleus. Under these assumptions, the neutron-induced fission cross-section can be obtained as the product of
the fission probability measured in the surrogate reaction and the compound-nucleus formation cross-section, which
is calculated with an optical potential.
From a more fundamental perspective, the use of alternative reactions is crucial in order to extend the body of avail-
able experimental data. An example is the Coulomb-induced fission of radioactive beams, which allowed an unprece-
dented, extensive survey of low-energy fission for neutron-deficient pre-actinides and actinides (Schmidt et al., 2000)
and is the basis of the present SOFIA campaign at GSI (Germany) (Boutoux et al., 2013).
Despite all the efforts dedicated to the understanding of the fission process, the role of neutron and proton shells in
the asymmetric fission observed at low excitation energies still remains unclear. Earlier experimental data showed a
stabilization of the mass number of the heavy fission fragment at A∼140, which was attributed to the influence of
spherical and deformed neutron shells at N=82 and N∼88. However, complementary data from the experiment at
GSI (Schmidt et al., 2000) revealed an unexpected stabilization the atomic number at Z=54, where no proton shell
effects are expected (Wilkins et al., 1976). The present work brings new experimental information into this picture,
providing a simultaneous measurement of both the mass and atomic number of one of the fission fragments (either
the heavy or the light one) through a new experimental technique that combines 238U+12C transfer-induced fission
reactions and inverse kinematics. Recent data regarding the populated reaction channels and earlier measurements
devoted to the study of the fission fragments (Farget et al., 2012) will be discussed.

2. Experiment

A 238U31+
beam with an average intensity of 109 pps was accelerated in the CSS1 cyclotron of GANIL up to 6.14

MeV/u and impinged on a 100 μg/cm2-thick 12C target, the incident energy in the centre of mass being 10 % above
the Coulomb barrier. Inelastic, fusion and transfer reactions were observed in the exit channel, producing a wide
variety of excited actinides with a certain probability of decaying by fission.
The detection of the target-like nucleus was performed in a silicon telescope named SPIDER, which covered polar
angles between 30◦ and 47◦. SPIDER is composed by two double-sided, annular, Si detectors, 70 μm and 1 mm-
thick. They were used to measure the energy loss, ΔE, and the residual energy, E res, giving the total kinetic energy
E = ΔE + Eres. The ΔE −E correlation was used to identify the target-like nucleus in (Z,A) and, therefore, the com-
plementary actinide, assuming a two-body reaction. The scattering angle of the target-like nucleus was measured
with an uncertainty below 1◦ thanks to the segmentation of the telescope, making possible the determination of the
excitation energy with a final resolution of 2.8 MeV (FWHM).
The large-acceptance VAMOS spectrometer was used for the simultaneous measurement of one of the fission frag-
ments, which is described in detail in Ref. (Farget et al., 2012). The energy loss and the residual energy of the
fragment, measured in an ionization chamber and a Si wall, were used to reconstruct its total kinetic energy and
identify the atomic number by means of the ΔE −E correlation, with ΔZ/Z = 1.5 · 10 −2. Vertical and horizontal
position measurements performed in two drift chambers after the VAMOS dipole were used to reconstruct the mag-
netic rigidity, the path and the angles at the target position by an ion-optical procedure (Pullanhiotan et al., 2008). In
addition, time-of-flight measurements were performed with a secondary-electron detector, using the high frequency of
the cyclotron as time reference, and the fragment mass was determined via the E-TOF-Bρ technique with a resolution
ΔA/A = 0.8 ·10−2.
Finally, six clovers of the EXOGAM array of Ge detectors surrounded the target for coincident γ-ray measurements,
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Fig. 1. Identification of the target-like nuclei from the ΔE-E measurements provided by SPIDER. A condition requiring a simultaneous detection
of a fission fragment in VAMOS was applied to the data.

which were used to cross-check the identification of the fission fragments and investigate the excitation of target-like
nuclei in the exit channel.

3. Analysis of the target-like nuclei

Figure 1 shows the isotopic identification of the target-like nuclei achieved from the ΔE −E correlation provided
by SPIDER. Fissioning systems between U and Cm were produced, corresponding to the transfer of up to eight nucle-
ons between the projectile and the target. The angular distributions measured for the different transfer channels show
a similar bell shape centred at an approximate angle of 37 ◦ in the laboratory, which is above the calculated grazing
angle of 30◦. In general, integrated transfer cross-sections, corresponding to the SPIDER angular range, decrease
exponentially with the opposite of the ground-state Q-value, -Q gs, and the number of transferred nucleons (Biswas et
al., 1995), amounting to few tens of mb for the strongest channels. The excitation-energy distribution measured for
238U(12C,10Be)240Pu is shown in Fig. 2. The fission probability is also presented and, although corrections from the
VAMOS acceptance still need to be applied, main features, such as the onset of first and second chance fission, are
visible at approximate excitation energies of 6 and 14 MeV, respectively.
Gamma-ray spectra of the target-like nuclei are given in Fig. 3 for inelastic, 238U(12C,11B)239Np and 238U(12C,10Be)240Pu
reactions. Among those events with an excitation energy above the first excited state of the target-like nuclei, γ-ray
emission from this state was observed with a fraction of 13±3 % for the three cases. This result indicates that exci-
tation of the target-like nuclei, which is usually neglected in the measurement of fission probabilities and application
of the surrogate technique, can be important.

4. Analysis of the fission-fragments

Two different systems were analysed: 240,241Pu with an excitation-energy distribution centred at 10 MeV and 250Cf,
with an excitation energy of 45 MeV. The isotopic fission-fragment yields determined for both cases are given in Fig.
4 (left) as a function of the mass of the fragment and reflect the evolution from asymmetric to symmetric fission with
the increase of excitation energy. The good agreement between the results obtained for 240,241Pu and previous mea-
surements available from thermal-neutron-induced fission of 239Pu (Ex ∼ 6 MeV) (Schmitt et al., 1984), (Bail, 2009)
proves the validity of our method (Fig. 4, top-right). The fragment yields measured for 250Cf were also investigated as
a function of the atomic number and are shown in Fig. 4 (bottom-right). The absence of proton emission expected at
moderate excitation energies (45 MeV) is reflected in the experimental Y(Z) distribution, which, within an accuracy
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Fig. 2. (Left) Excitation energy distribution measured for240Pu. (Right) Fission probability measured for 240Pu. Experimental results still need to
be corrected from the acceptance of the VAMOS spectrometer.
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Fig. 3. γ-ray spectra of the target-like nuclei in the exit channel of inelastic (left), (12C,11B) (center) and (12C,10Be) (right) reactions.

of 10 %, shows equal yields for complementary atomic numbers, i.e. Z 1+Z2=98. The central plateau observed in the
experimental data disagrees with the expected Gaussian shape. It was interpreted as a consequence of the contribu-
tions of lighter Cf isotopes produced by pre-scission neutron evaporation, which decreases the excitation energy of
the fissioning systems. GEF calculations (Schmidt and Jurado, 2010) where equal contributions of 245−250Cf were
considered nicely reproduce the experimental data.
Figure 5 shows the fission-fragment neutron excess, defined for each atomic number as < N(Z) > /Z, where < N(Z) >
is the average neutron number for a given Z. In the case of 240,241Pu, the observed saw-tooth behaviour is produced
by structure effects of the heavy fragment and post-scission neutron evaporation. The main feature appears at Z=50
and is associated with the formation of the spherical, doubly-magic nucleus 132Sn, for which neutron emission is
suppressed. The fact that the experimental results are well reproduced by GEF simulations shows the accuracy of
this code for the description of the microscopic features of the fission process. Measurements carried out for 250Cf
reveal a constant neutron excess, independent of the atomic number of the fragments, which is compatible with a
total neutron evaporation (pre- and post-scission) of nine neutrons. However, GEF simulations predict an increase of
the neutron excess for heavier fragments, known as charge polarization. The absence of charge polarization found
for 250Cf points out a new feature of the fission process that requires further investigation and may be related to the
sharing of excitation energy between the two fission fragments.
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Fig. 4. (Top, left) Experimental isotopic yields of the fission fragments for240,241Pu as a function of the fragment mass. (Top, right) Comparison of
the 240,241Pu results obtained in this work, in black, with previous (nth,239Pu+f) measurements. (Bottom, left) Experimental isotopic yields of the
fission fragments for 250Cf as a function of the fragment mass. (Bottom, right) Fission-fragment yields as function of the atomic number for250Cf.
The experimental data were normalized to 200. The solid lines represent calculated yields arriving from the fission of245−250Cf. The red line is
the sum of 245−250Cf contributions, assuming equal probabilities.

5. Summary and conclusions

An experimental campaign was developed at GANIL where 238U+12C transfer-induced fission reactions were
studied in inverse kinematics, allowing the investigation of fissioning systems between U and Cm, as well as 250Cf,
produced in fusion reactions. Recent data taken during our last experiment provided a complete characterization of
the produced fissioning systems and made a detailed investigation of the angular and excitation energy distributions
populated in each transfer channel possible, as well as integrated transfer cross-sections and fission probabilities. For
the first time, experimental data are available that provide access to the excitation of the target-like nucleus in the
exit channel. A non-negligible probability of populating excited states of the target-like partner was observed, which
needs to be considered for the application of the surrogate technique.
Earlier experimental results probed the potential of this new approach to the investigation of the fission process,
which allows an accurate and complete measurement of the fission-fragment isotopic yields for both the light and the
heavy fragment. The investigation of the neutron excess of the fragments at low excitation energies carried out for
240,241Pu clearly reflects nuclear-structure effects of the nascent heavy fragment at Z=50, while results obtained at
higher excitation for 250Cf reveal an unexpected constant behaviour with the atomic number of the fragments, which
certainly deserves further investigation.
Finally, new experimental data regarding the fission fragments will be available from the our last experiment for an
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Fig. 5. Neutron excess of the fission fragments as a function of the atomic number for the240,241Pu (left) and 250Cf (right) systems, with excitation
energies of 10 and 45 MeV, respectively. The experimental data are represented together with GEF predictions, in red.

extended number of fissioning systems with improved statistics, that will deepen the previous results and investigate
the fission yields as a function of the excitation energy.
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